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TODAYS WEATHER
Today
Rain likely, mainly before
3pm. Cloudy, with a high
near 47. Northeast wind
around 10 mph. Chance of
precipitation is 60% . New
precipitation amounts of
less than a tenth of an inch
possible.

Tonight
A 30 percent chance of
showers before 8pm.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 39. North wind 5 to
10 mph. New precipitation
amounts of less than a tenth
of an inch possible.

Arson is suspected in a fire at an
apartment complex on Wellington Hill
rd. The fire which started just after
sunrise, quickly engulfed the
building. When firefighters arrived on
the scene the building was already too
far gone to save, and they battled the
flames for over an hour. Several
people made it out of the building
alive, and were treated by
paramedics, the rest of the tenants are
believed to have perished in the
flames, bringing the total deaths up to
six people including two children.

have lost their homes are advised to go
to the church. They are currently
accepting clothing, food, as well as
monetary donations.

Green Bandit Strikes Again
By Michelle Belanger

The notorious thief known as the Green
Bandit has struck again. This time
targeting Beacon Jewelers on Elm st. The
Theft was discovered by store employees
when they arrived to open the shop last
A preliminary investigation revealed
Tuesday morning. They discovered upon
that an accelerant was used, possibly
opening that several pieces had been
gasoline, mixed with some other
flammable chemicals. The quickness stolen, and the Green Bandit?s calling
card left sitting on the counter. They
with which the fire spread suggested
quickly called the police who examined
to police that it was professionally
done, though they have yet to reveal if the scene but could not figure out how
they were stolen, and camera footage
they have any suspects in the case.
showed no sign of trespassing, and no
fingerprints were discovered. This is the
Donations are currently being
third such case in as many months, and
accepted at St. James Cathedral, for
police continue to be baffled by the thief
those displaced by the fire. Any who
and how they are committing these
wish to assist the several families who thefts.
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2016 Primary Update
By Mike Gamgee
Donald Trump continues to gain
grown as the 2016 primary season
continues. Outpacing his rivals by a
large margin Trump seems to be the
obvious nominee for the Republican
presidential candidate. His main rivals
Ted Cruz and Marco Rubio are
hanging on despite Trumps
commanding lead. Trump seems
unbeatable as his popularity soars
with his policies on immigration and
the economy being the forefront of his
platform. Many Americans seem
drawn to him, and his bold and honest
manner of speech has struck a chord
with people from all walks of life.
On the Democratic side of things

DEAR SANDY

If that is the case then Trump seems to
be the clear winner in November as
most polls show him with a
commanding lead over Clinton. Clinton
seems sure of her victory stating in a
speech last Friday ?I will not give up, I
will not surrender. I have faith in the
American people that they will choose
the right candidate, the right person to
lead this country. I have faith they will
choose me.?
No matter who the people choose
November is likely to be an important
turning point in American history.

Senator Bernie Sanders continues to
struggle, despite shaking off
accusations of his inappropriate
behavior he not made much headway
with his opponent Hillary Clinton
continue to widen the gap of delegates
between them. Sanders continues to
push forward, refusing to give up, but
despite this many in his campaign
expect him to withdraw his candidacy
by the end of the month.

DEAR SANDY- This city seems to
be going to S&%!, and I?m not sure
what to do. Between the drugs,
violence, and missing persons,
there seems to be little reason to
stay. My wife on the other hand
won?t budge on the subject. She
was born and raised here and can?t
picture life outside Manchester.
How can I convince her that this
isn?t a safe place to raise a family?
-Anxious in Manchester.
DEAR ANXIOUS- No city is
without its share of problems, and
there is no guarantee that you will
be happier elsewhere. You need to
decide how much danger you are
really in. Do you use drugs? In
your neighborhood prone to
violence? I would assess the
situation and decide it the risks
outweigh your wife?s happiness as
well as yours. Then make an
informed decision.

ODD NEWS
CNN- An Oregon man has won the right to wear a "silly fox
hat" in his driver's license photo.
According to a UPI.com report, the man, who goes by the
name Bishop, said he wears the hat wherever he goes, and
that the fox is a symbol of his spirit and part of his religion.
His driver's license application process was going fine until
a state office worker thought Bishop was wearing "some silly
hat," he said.
Bishop appealed the decision, which lead to a nine-month
court battle, which he ultimately won, the UPI story said.

